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Abstract—The future Internet is expected to support multicast
applications with quality of service (QoS) requirements. To facil-
itate this, QoS multicast routing protocols are pivotal in enabling
new receivers to join a multicast group. However, current routing
protocols are either too restrictive in their search for a feasible path
between a new receiver and the multicast tree, or burden the net-
work with excessive overhead.

We propose QMRP, a new Qos-aware multicast routing protocol.
QMRP achieves acalability by significantly reducing the commu-
nication overhead of constructing a multicast tree, yet it retains
a high chance of success. This is achieved by switching between
single-path routingand multiple-path routingaccording to the cur-
rent network conditions. The high level design of QMRP makes it
operable on top of any unicast routing algorithm in both intrado-
main and interdomain. Its responsiveness is improved by using a
termination mechanism which detects the failure as well as the suc-
cess of routing without the use of timeout. In addition, QMRP al-
ways constructs loop-free multicast trees.

Index Terms—Multicast routing, multiple-path routing, quality
of service.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ULTICAST employs a tree structure in the network to
efficiently deliver the same data stream to a group of re-

ceivers. Traditionally, research on Internet multicast has been
centered on scalability and efficiency. The deployment of high-
speed networks opens a new dimension of research, which is to
providequality of service(QoS) such as guaranteed throughput
for audio/video streams. It is technically a challenging and com-
plicated problem to deliver timely, smooth, synchronized mul-
timedia information over a decentralized, shared network envi-
ronment, especially one that was originally designed for best-ef-
fort traffic such as the Internet [1]. Some sort of resource reser-
vation is needed so that the quality of data delivery can be en-
sured in the presence of dynamic background traffic. While a
resource reservation protocol (e.g., RSVP [2]) addresses the
problem of how to reserve resources on a multicast tree, it is the
task of a routing protocol to find a tree which not only covers
all members but also has the required resources on each of its
routers. Such a tree is called afeasibletree.

The traditional multicast routing protocols, e.g., CBT [3] and
PIM [4], were designed for best-effort data traffic. They con-
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struct multicast trees primarily based on connectivity. Such trees
may be unsatisfactory for QoS due to the lack of resources. Re-
cently, several QoS multicast routing algorithms have been pro-
posed to find feasible trees. Some algorithms [5], [6] provide
heuristic solutions to the NP-completeconstrained Steiner tree
problem, which is to find the delay-constrained least-cost mul-
ticast trees. These algorithms, however, are not practical in the
Internet environment because they have excessive computation
overhead, require knowledge about the global network state, and
do not handle dynamic group membership. The spanning join
protocol by Carlberg and Crowcroft [7] handles dynamic mem-
bership and does not require any global network state. However,
it has excessive communication overhead because it relies on
flooding to find a feasible tree branch to connect a new member.
QoSMIC [8], proposed by Faloutsoset al., alleviates but does
not eliminate the flooding behavior. In addition, an extra control
element, called Manager router, is introduced to handle the join
requests of new members.

In this paper, we propose QMRP, a new QoS-aware multicast
routing protocol for nonadditive metrics such as bandwidth and
buffer space. It achieves the following design goals.

• Scalability: Scalability is achieved by significantly re-
ducing the overhead of constructing a multicast tree.
QMRP switches between single-path routing and mul-
tiple-path routing according to the current network
conditions, and incrementally adds additional paths into
the search process only when that is necessary. In many
cases it behaves like PIM and searches only a single path.

• QoS Awareness:Minimizing the overhead and maximizing
the chance of success are contradictive goals. We balance
the two goals by making the routing process QoS-aware.
Intuitively speaking, we “spend” the limited overhead
wisely based on a careful path selection mechanism which
combines the connectivity-based search and the resource-
based search so that the routing messages are directed only
along those paths that have the required resources.

• Efficiency:The protocol may detect multiple feasible tree
branches for a new member. A novel distributed selection
process is designed to select the best branch connecting
the new member onto the tree.

• Robustness:The protocol does not rely on any extra con-
trol element. The routing process is entirely decentralized.

• Operability:Like PIM, the protocol can operate on top of
any existing unicast routing algorithm. It does not require
any extra global network state to be maintained in the net-
work.

• Responsiveness:Many existing protocols such as
QoSMIC use timeout to detect the failure when finding a
feasible tree branch for a new member is not successful.
In order to accommodate the worst-case situation, the
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timeout interval has to be large, which makes the protocol
less responsive. Our protocol provides a mechanism to
detect the termination of the routing process whether it
succeeds or fails. Hence, it improves the responsiveness
by avoiding the use of timeout.1

• Loop Free:The protocol always constructs loop-free mul-
ticast trees.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the related work. Section III describes the routing
protocol. The analysis and simulation results are provided
in Sections IV and V, respectively. Section VI draws the
conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

A multicast tree is incrementally constructed as members
leave and join a multicast group. When an existing member
leaves the group, it sends a control message up the tree to
prune the branch which has no members attached. When a new
member joins the group, the tree must be extended to cover
the new member. Based on how the new member is connected
to the tree, the multicast routing protocols can be classified
into two broad categories:single-path routing protocols(SPR)
andmultiple-path routing protocols(MPR). An SPR protocol
provides a single path connecting the new member to the tree,
whereas an MPR algorithm provides multiple candidate paths
to choose from.

A. Single-Path Routing

Most SPR protocols were originally designed for the best-
effort data traffic. We discuss two representative protocols and
point out why they are not suitable for QoS traffic.

CBT (core-based tree) [3], [9] and PIM (protocol indepen-
dent multicast) [4] connect a new memberto the multicast tree
along the unicast routing path fromto the root (core) of the tree.
The unicast path is typically the shortest path in term of hops.
The resulting shortest-path trees are good for best-effort traffic.
However, when QoS is considered, such shortest-path trees may
not have the resources to support the quality requirement.

B. Multiple-Path Routing

In order to increase the chance of finding a feasible tree,
the MPR protocols provide multiple candidate paths for a new
member to be connected to the tree. Among the candidates the
new member selects the best one.

Spanning-Joins [7]: In the spanning-joins protocol pro-
posed by Carlberg and Crowcroft, a new member broadcasts
join-request messages in its neighborhood to find on-tree
nodes. Whenever an on-tree node receives the message, it
sends a reply message back to the new member. The path of the
reply message, determined by the unicast routing algorithm,
is a candidate path. The new member may receive multiple
reply messages corresponding to multiple candidate paths.
Each reply message collects the QoS properties of the path

1Note that timeout is often needed in a network environment to detect message
loss. However, having timeouts to detect message loss is different from having
them as part of the protocol that slows the protocol down even in a lossless
environment.

TABLE I
SPRAND MPR

it traverses. The new member selects the best candidate path
based on the information received in the reply messages. Con-
secutive broadcasts are necessary to search increasingly larger
neighborhoods until on-tree nodes are found. This process can
increase the overhead significantly.

QoSMIC [8]: In the QoSMIC protocol proposed by
Faloutsoset al., the search for candidate paths consists of two
procedures,local searchandtree search, which can be executed
in parallel or sequentially. The local search is equivalent to the
spanning-joins protocol, except that only a small neighborhood
is searched. The tree search handles the case when there is no
on-tree node in the neighborhood checked by the local search.
In the tree search, a new member sends an M-JOIN message to
a designated Manager node for the group. Upon receipt of the
message, the Manager multicasts a BID-ORDER message in
the tree to select a subset of on-tree nodes. The selected nodes
send BID messages to the new member. The paths of the BID
messages, determined by the underlying unicast routing proto-
cols, are also candidate paths. The tree search allows QoSMIC
to restrict itsflooding local search in a small neighborhood.

C. Pros and Cons

We compare the pros and cons of SPR protocols and MPR
protocols (Table I). We also point out their common problem.

The overhead of SPR protocols is low because only one path
is searched. However, if the shortest path does not have the re-
sources to meet the QoS requirement, the protocols fail in con-
structing a feasible tree branch which connects the new member.

In MPR protocols, multiple candidate paths are searched to
increase the chance of finding a feasible tree branch to connect
a new member to the multicast tree. However, the overhead of
the current MPR protocols is high in large networks. The span-
ning-joins protocol makes consecutive broadcasts, which may
flood large areas of the network if the new member is far away
from the tree. The tree search in QoSMIC “floods” within the
multicast tree which may still reach a major portion of the net-
work for large, dense multicast groups.

All above-mentioned protocolsare notQoS-aware in selecting
candidate paths. The selection of on-tree nodes, to which the new
member may join, is based on the connectivity in the spanning-
joins protocol or QoSMIC.2 The candidate paths are simply the
unicast routing paths from the selected on-tree nodes to the new
member. These paths are typically the shortest paths in terms of
number of hops, and may not be the best choice for the QoS re-
quirements specified by other metric such as bandwidth. Hence,
the informationabout thespecificQoSrequirementand theavail-
ability of relevant resources should be used to make more effec-
tive selection of candidate paths.

2After candidate paths are selected, the protocol becomes QoS-aware because
QoS properties of the candidate paths are collected and checked to see if any of
them meet the requirement.
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Fig. 1. (a) Single path mode and (b) multiple path mode.

III. QMRP: QOS-AWARE MULTICAST ROUTING PROTOCOL

In this section, we define the network model, motivate our de-
sign objectives, present the routing protocol, and prove several
properties.

A. Network Model

The network is modeled as a set of nodes that are intercon-
nected by a set of full-duplex, asymmetric communication links.
The following assumptions are made.

1) There exists a unicast routing protocol which can deliver a
message from one node to any other node in the network.

2) Each node maintains up-to-date local state, including re-
source availability such as the residual (unused) buffer
space for each network interface and the residual band-
width on each outgoing link.

3) A node has neither the knowledge of any global network
state nor the state of any other node.

4) If a shared multicast tree is used, a new member is able to
map a multicast group address to the core node of the tree
on demand possibly by a query/response session directory
[10]. How to select the core of a multicast tree is out of
the scope of this paper. Interested readers are referred to
[11] for a study.

Given an existing multicast tree and a new member, afeasible
tree branchis a network path which connects the new member
to the tree and has the required resources on every node of the
path. The routing process searches one or more paths in order
to find a feasible tree branch.

B. Motivation

First, a cost-effective design is the key for scalability. We want
QMRP to have both low average overhead and high overall per-
formance. The following observation provides useful hints on
how to achieve these two often contradictive goals.

For loose QoS requirements which can be easily satisfied,3

searching a single path may be sufficient. The costly process of
searching multiple paths can be avoided. For tight QoS require-
ments, searching multiple paths is necessary in order to increase
the chance of success. However, path selection is important and
blind flooding is not advisable.

3Note that the same QoS requirement may be consideredloosewhen the net-
work load is light andtight when the network load is heavy.

Based on the above observation our protocol starts with a
single path but, when necessary, it can expand the search by
splitting at one or multiple points in a controlled manner (some
related ideas were explored in [12]–[14]). The splitting points
and contracting points are selected dynamically according to the
perceived network conditions in these points.

Second, we want the protocol to be as general as possible.
It should be able to operate on top of any unicast routing pro-
tocol.4 With a high-level design, the protocol should support
different QoS requirements for different users so that it can be
used in conjunction with RSVP. With the above objectives in
mind, we shall avoid imposing unnecessary restrictions such as
specifying the actual mapping between a given QoS require-
ment and the corresponding required resources. Though some
mappings (e.g., throughput and bandwidth) are straightforward,
others may be system-dependent. The protocol does not deal
with reserving resources, which is the job of a separate resource
reservation protocol such as RSVP.

C. Protocol Overview

The Internet is a two-level hierarchy and so is the routing:
intradomain routingandinterdomain routing. QMRP can work
at both levels. In addition, QMRP may be used to construct both
sender-based trees or shared trees. In this paper we shall use the
shared trees as an example.

QMRP is briefly described as follows. When a new member
joins the group, it obtains the address of the core of the mul-
ticast tree by inquiring the session directory. The new member
then initiates the routing process by sending a REQUEST mes-
sage to the core, following the unicast routing path. Two search
modes are defined:single path modeandmultiple path mode.
The routing process starts with the single path mode, attempting
to search only the unicast routing path traveled by REQUEST.
That is the known path which is able to connect to the tree.

A REQUEST message has a number of functions. It car-
ries the QoS requirement, e.g., a bandwidth lower bound. As
it travels, it checks the resource availability of every interme-
diate node and proceeds only when the node has the required
resources. If every node has the resources, QMRP becomes a
PIM-like protocol and finds a feasible tree branch by traversing
only a single path. Fig. 1(a) gives an example. Supposeis the

4Just like PIM, QMRP builds the multicast routing table, but during the
process it needs the unicast routing table to direct control messages. It does not
care what protocol is used to construct the underlying unicast routing table,
and therefore it can be deployed in any network that supports unicast routing.
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Fig. 2. Possible state transitions.

core and the bold lines form the existing multicast tree. Let
be the new member and arrows form the path of the REQUEST
message. If every node on the path has the required resources,
the path is a feasible tree branch and it is the only path searched
by QMRP.

If an intermediate node does not have the required resources,
it triggers themultiple path modeby sending a NACK mes-
sage back to the previous node. Upon receipt of NACK, the
previous node “detours” the REQUEST message toward direc-
tions other than the one defined by the unicast routing path.
Namely, REQUEST messages are sent to all neighbor nodes
except those from which REQUEST and NACK are previously
received. Each REQUEST message independently searches its
own subpath.

Intuitively, asearch treegrows as REQUEST messages travel
toward the existing multicast tree. NACK messages, as an indi-
cation of resource contention, trigger multiple branches in the
search tree to widen the search. Fig. 1(b) gives an example. Sup-
pose does not have the required resources, e.g., there is not
sufficient bandwidth on link ( ) to support the quality require-
ment. We use dotted lines to indicate the lack of bandwidth in
this paper. By our assumption, the local state ofdoes not in-
clude the state of incoming links, e.g., (). Hence, the lack
of bandwidth on ( ) will be detected at when it receives a
REQUEST. replies by sending a NACK to. Upon receipt of
NACK, sends REQUEST messages to search multiple paths.
In the figure three paths are searched and all of them are fea-
sible. Once a feasible branch is detected, an ACK message is
sent back along the branch toward. In this example three ACK
messages will converge at. Node will select the best branch
and reject the other two. In a general routing case, the search
tree may branch at multiple nodes.

D. Detailed Description

QMRP implements a five-state state machine atevery node.
The behavior of a node depends on which state it is in. A node
may change its state after receiving a control message; the pos-
sible state transitions are illustrated in Fig. 2. QMRP defines
how a node behaves at each state and when a node changes its
state. While every node implements its own state machine, the
collective behavior of all nodes realizes the routing process. The
five states are:initial state (I), single path state(SP),multiple
path state(MP), failure state(F), andsuccess state(S). Before

we present the pseudocode which implements the state machine,
we shall first define the control messages and the data structures.

• REQUEST message grows the search tree.
• NACK message shrinks the search tree but triggers the re-

ceiving node to enter the MP state and thus may subse-
quently widen the search.

• BREAK message shrinks the search tree without trig-
gering the MP state.

• ACK message transforms a branch of the search tree
to part of the multicast tree. It also accumulates some
property (e.g., delay, bottleneck bandwidth, or number of
hops) of the path it traverses for optimization purpose.
Such accumulated property carried by ACK is denoted
as ACK.prop. When multiple feasible tree branches are
detected, this value can be used to select the best branch.

Two trees are of concern: the search tree and the multicast
tree. The search tree is recorded by the temporaryrouting en-
tries at the nodes visited by the REQUEST messages. The data
structure of a routing entry is . “ ” is the
network interface from which the REQUEST is received, and
“ ” is the set of network interfaces to which REQUEST
messages are forwarded. It should be noted that data packets
will travel in the opposite direction of the REQUEST. “ ” is
a system-wide unique identifier, which may consist of the group
address, the new member address, and a sequence number. All
control messages must carry this identifier. Since concurrent
routing activities initiated by different new members of the same
or other groups are separated by differents, we shall focus on
a single instance of routing in most of our discussion. The state
of the node is kept at . There are two exceptions. 1) For the
nodes that are in the multicast tree, their states are automatically

. 2) For the nodes that are not in the multicast tree and do not
have a routing entry indexed by, their states for this instance
of routing are I by default.

The multicast tree is recorded by themulticast entriesat the
nodes in the multicast tree. The data structure of a multicast
entry is , where “ ” is the group ad-
dress, “ ” is the incoming network interface, and “ ”
is the set of outgoing network interfaces.

Initially, a new member of multicast group is in the SP
state, all nodes in the multicast tree are in the S state, and all
other nodes are in the I state. Suppose nodereceives a mes-
sage from network interfaceand is the next hop on the uni-
cast routing path to the core. The following pseudocode defines
how behaves at each state and howchanges its state. Note
that every control message carriesof the routing instance it
belongs to.

Initial state (I):
switch (the received message)
case REQUEST( ):

if ( has the required resources)
create a routing entry

change to the SP state
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send REQUEST( ) to
else

return NACK( ) to
otherwise:

discard the received message

Single Path state (SP):
switch (the received message)
case REQUEST( ):

return NACK( ) to
case NACK( ):

for every network interface do
if

send REQUEST( ) to
case BREAK( ):

send BREAK( ) to
case ACK( ):

join multicast tree, which changes to
the S state automatically
create multicast entry

send ACK( ) to
for every of do

send ACK( ) to

Multiple Path state (MP):
switch (the received message)
case REQUEST :

return NACK to
case NACK :

if

if (BREAK was received previously)
send BREAK to

else
send NACK to

case BREAK :

if

send BREAK to
case ACK :

create a multicast entry

*
send ACK to
for every of do

send ACK to

Failure state (F):
switch (the received message)
case REQUEST :

return NACK to
otherwise :

discard the received message

Success state (S):
switch (the received message)
case REQUEST :

return ACK to
case BREAK :

if
remove the multicast entry

case ACK :
* if is better than
* send BREAK to
*
* else
* send BREAK to

otherwise ;
discard the received message

As ACK messages are sent back to, a distributed path selec-
tion process is implemented by the above code lines marked by
“ ”, which keeps the best feasible branch and tears down all the
others using BREAK messages. Fig. 3 gives a simple example.
In (a), the existing multicast tree is presented in bold lines and
the search tree is presented in thin lines with a branching point at
. Both branches of the search tree are feasible and they reach the

multicast tree at and , respectively. We assume, for this ex-
ample, that the information carried in ACK is the number
of hops. Suppose the ACK fromarrives at first, and it will set

to be 3 hops (see the ACK case in the code segment for
MP). This ACK transforms the branch, ,
to become part of the multicast tree as shown in (b). In (c), the
ACK from arrives at at a later time. It transforms
to part of the multicast tree, and it carries a better ACK ,
which is 2 hops. In (d), sends a BREAK message to trim the
inferior branch, . At the end, a single path,

, is left to connect to the multicast tree. For
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Fig. 3. Path selection.

more complex search trees with multiple branching points, the
above process will be repeated at every branching point.

The entire routing process can be illustrated as follows. A
search tree is formed incrementally. Every node in the search
tree must have the required resources. Initially, the search tree
grows along a single path as the intermediate nodes enter the SP
state. However, when the lack of resources is detected and an
intermediate node enters the MP state, the search tree may grow
more branches. The tree expands as REQUEST messages are
sent forward and shrinks as NACK messages are sent backward.
If the search tree shrinks completely andchanges to the F state,
the routing process fails to find a feasible branch. On the other
hand, if any tree branch grows to reach the existing multicast
tree, the branch is feasible and can be used to connectto the
multicast tree. More than one feasible branch may be detected.
ACK messages are used to transform these branches to become
part of the multicast tree, while BREAK messages are used to
tear down all branches except the best one, so that eventually
there will be only one branch that connectsto the multicast tree.

When a group member in the multicast tree leaves the multi-
cast group, if it is a leaf node, it sends a control message up the
tree to prune the tree branch that no long connects any group
member. When an on-tree node receives this pruning message,
if the node is not a group member and does not have any other
child node, it propagates the pruning message to its parent and
prunes itself from the tree. If the node is a group member, or
it has a child node other than the one from which the pruning
message is received, it discards the message.

E. Protocol Properties

We state and prove some properties of the suggested protocol.
Definition 1: Theprimary branchfrom a new group member

to the multicast tree is defined as the shortest prefix of the uni-
cast routing path from the new member to the core that contains
a tree node.

Definition 2: If a node in state I receives a REQUEST from
node and consequently changes to state SP,is called achild
of .

Theorem 1: If the primary branch from a new member to the
multicast tree has sufficient resources to accommodate the QoS
requirement, QMRP acts as an SPR protocol, i.e., it searches
only one path.

Proof: Note that a necessary condition for multiple paths
to be searched is that at least one node enters state MP, trig-

gered by a NACK message. However, if sufficient resources are
available on every node of the primary branch, no node will ever
enter state MP because no NACK message is produced. Hence,
the theorem holds.

Lemma 1: At any time during the routing process, all paths
being searched form a tree structure.

Proof: The paths being searched are recorded by the
routing entries at the nodes that are in states SP or MP. Recall
that any routing entry has a singlein interface and has one
or multiple out interfaces. Therefore, the nodes form a tree
structure based onin andout variables of the routing entries.
This tree is thesearch tree.

Theorem 2: A feasible branch found by QMRP must be loop-
free.

Proof: This follows directly from Lemma 1.
Lemma 2: If QMRP terminates without finding a feasible

branch, all nodes out of the multicast tree is either in state I or
in state F.

Proof: QMRP terminates without success only when the
new member enters state F. By the construction of the protocol,
a node enters state F after all child nodes in the search tree enter
state F and send back NACK messages.5 Since the new member
is at the root of the search tree, when it enters state F, all nodes in
the search tree must be in state F. The nodes outside the search
tree remain in state I.

The following theorem holds only for the unrestricted QMRP,
and does not hold for QMRP-, for any finite , which is de-
fined in the next section.

Theorem 3: QMRP finds a feasible branch if one exists.
Proof: We prove the theorem by contradiction. Suppose

QMRP fails while a feasible branch does exist. Let be the
first link in this branch that the protocol did not explore. Namely,
there is not a REQUEST message sent fromto . Since
is the first unexplored link of the branch,must have received
a REQUEST message from the previous link oris the new
group member issuing the routing request. In either case,is
not in state I. Hence, is in state F by Lemma 2. However,
must arrive at this state through state MP,6 which requires to

5Although BREAK messages may also result in state F, there will not be such
messages in this case because BREAK messages are originated from a node
having entered state S, meaning a feasible branch has been detected, which con-
tradicts the assumption.

6Although a node may change from state SP directly to state F by receiving
a BREAK message, there will not be such a message in this case by the same
reason given in the previous footnote.
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Fig. 4. A search tree of QMRP-2.

explore all outgoing links including . It contradicts the
assumption that is not explored.

F. Restricted QMRP

QMRP, if not restricted, can potentially grow big search trees
and lead to large overhead. We define two protocol parameters
that are used to restrict QMRP.

Maximum Branching Level (MBL): If there are too many
nodes entering the MP state, the overhead will be large. An
easy way to control the overhead is to maintain an assertion:
between the new member and any node in the search tree,
there are at most nodes entering the MP state. In other
words, the maximum number of nodes allowed to enter the MP
state is , where
is the maximum degree of a node. Such a restricted version
of QMRP is denoted as QMRP-. This number is called
the maximum branching level. An illustration of QMRP-2 is
given in Fig. 4. Our simulations show that 1) QMRP-2 scales
well because of its limited overhead, and 2) it achieves better
routing performance than previous protocols such as QoSMIC
and spanning join. QMRP- can be easily implemented by
augmenting the routing messages with a counter.

Maximum Branching Degree (MBD): A node entering the MP
state may have a large number of adjacent links, which can also
cause excessive overhead. Any QMRP-can be further argu-
mented with an additional parameter,maximum branching de-
gree, which specifies the maximum number of REQUEST mes-
sages that are allowed to be sent by an MP-state node. If the
maximum branching degree is greater than the node degree
minus two,7 the node selects outgoing links (randomly or
based on distance to the tree core) from which REQUEST or
NACK has not been received, and sends REQUEST messages
out along these links. We found in our simulations that a modest
maximum branching degree (MBD) is sufficient. A too-large
MBD does not add much to the performance but may add much
overhead. An MBD of 10 worked well in our simulation for the
power-law network topologies [15].

We suggest both MDL and MBD to be implemented. With
MDL and MBD , the maximum number of nodes al-
lowed to enter the MP state is .
Therefore, the overhead can be controlled by these two param-
eters.

7Before a node enters the MP state, it should have received a REQUEST and a
NACK. The node should not send REQUEST to a link from which a REQUEST
(NACK) has been previously received.

Fig. 5. A depiction of the algorithm work on a lattice of triangles.

IV. A NALYSIS

In this section we compute the improvement in the success
probability when QMRP is used in two networks with regular
structures. Throughout the analysis we assume that the proba-
bility to succeed in finding sufficient resources on a link is
for all the links, and this probability is independent for every
link. We call a link (subroute) on which successful routing can
continue afeasible link (subroute). To simplify the analysis, we
assume that the underlying (Internet) unicast routing algorithm
uses the shortest path routing. We assume an empty tree, i.e.,
only the core node is a valid point for connecting to the tree.
We analyze the most conservative implementation of the algo-
rithm, QMRP-1. In this implementation the algorithm is allowed
to branch, at most, once.

We selected triangulated networks and grids in our analysis
since they are of practical interest. The structure of many
WAN’s, and to a greater extend MANS, is very close to a
combination of triangles and square (e.g., see the networks in
[16]). In this analysis, we concentrate on the case when the
shortest path between two nodes is a straight line, since this
case is the least advantageous for our algorithm.

A. Lattice of Triangles

As mentioned above, we consider an-hop shortest route that
has no turns. It is feasible with probability. If one of the links
is not feasible, the search branches to four directions (see Fig. 5).
To be successful, the search has to pass through the two points
marked by black circles in Fig. 5. From node, the conditional
probability to arrive at any of these two points is

, since is the probability
that the direct link to the black point is feasible, and is the
probability that the two hop route to the black point is feasible.8

After passing the black points, the two search processes (as-
suming both bypasses succeed) may continue along one of many
possible shortest paths. In particular, the search may continue
along the original path immediately (denoted in Fig. 5 by PES),

8The division by 2 inp =2 is explained as follows. Let the middle node of the
two-hop route bek and the node in the MP state bei. Bothi and the black point
are on shortest paths fromk to the core. Afterk receives a REQUEST fromi, it
forwards the message to the next hop provided by the underlying unicast routing
protocol. The unicast routing protocol operatesindependentlyfrom QMRP-1
and thus may select eitheri or the black point as the next hop. Let us assume that
i and the black point have an equal chance to be the next hop. Then, the chance
for k to forward the REQUEST to the black point, which completes the two-hop
route shown in the figure, is one-half. Note that, ifi is selected as the next hop,
because a REQUEST should not be sent back to the originator of the message, a
NACK will be sent back toi.
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taking two disjoint paths until reaching the destination (denoted
in Fig. 5 by OPT), or share part of the path. We make no assump-
tion about the underlying unicast routing protocol, and thus an-
alyze the two extreme cases: a pessimistic scenario (PES) where
the underlying unicast routing protocol selects the path offering
the minimal expected success improvement, and an optimistic
scenario (OPT)where theunderlying unicast routing protocol se-
lects the path offering the maximal expected success improve-
ment. The success probability of any other path which may be
chosen by the underlying unicast routing protocol lays between
these calculated probabilities.

In the pessimistic scenario, the success probability of each
bypass is given by as explained above multiplied bywhich
is the probability that the link leading to the original route is
feasible. The original route should have, at least, fea-
sible links. For success, we require that only one of the two
bypasses will succeed to find a feasible route; thus, the con-
ditional success probability is given by [using the fact that the
success along two parallel routes with success probabilityis

]:

failure at link

(1)

and the total success probability is

failure at link

(2)

The best-case analysis depends on, the location where the
nonfeasible link is encountered. The probability that one of the
disjoint routes will be feasible is . This has to be mul-
tiplied by the success probability along the path before the non-
feasible link was encountered, which is given by . Thus, the
overall success probability for is

failure at link

(3)

and the total success probability is

failure at link

(4)

Fig. 6. The success probability of QMRP-1 on an eight link path in a lattice of
triangles (mp-pes and mp-opt are the pessimistic and optimistic analysis results,
respectively. sp is the single path success probability).

Fig. 6 shows the difference in success probability between
QMRP-1 and a single path protocol such as [9]. For the en-
tire range of , the difference between the optimistic and pes-
simistic performance of QMRP-1 is small relative to the im-
provement achieved over the single path protocol. The differ-
ence between QMRP-1 and the single path protocol grows lin-
early with the path length for all values of (see Fig. 7 for

). However, the cost of extra control messages is at
most a factor of two.

B. Grids

The grid analysis is similar to the above analysis, only
simpler. Here, too, when a nonfeasible link is encountered, the
search for a route may continue in two paths that may be totally
disjoint (the optimistic scenario), share the same links besides
the one used to bypass the first nonfeasible link (the pessimistic
scenario), or share some subpath.

The pessimistic scenario requires, at least of the links
along the path to be feasible , and that, at least, one
three-hop bypass route be feasible , which trans-
lates to

(5)
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Fig. 7. The success probability of QMRP-1 forp = 0:75 as a function of
the path length in a lattice of triangles (mp-pes and mp-opt are the pessimistic
and optimistic analysis results, respectively. sp is the single path success
probability).

In the optimistic case, the probability for success given that
the first nonfeasible link is at distanceis given by

failure at link

(6)

and thus

failure at link

(7)

Here the results are not as impressive as with the triangle
lattice since a detour around a nonfeasible link is longer. The
pessimistic and optimistic scenarios gain a factor of 1.75 and
3.25, respectively, for an eight-hop path. Also, the difference
between the two is larger (graphs omitted). But the gain here
also grows linearly with the path length.

A simulation performance comparison of QMRP to several
other protocols is presented in the next section.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we study the performance of QMRP by sim-
ulation. Two performance metrics,success ratioand average
message overhead, are defined as follows:

success ratio
number of new members accepted

total number of join requests

avg. msg. overhead
total number of messages sent
total number of join requests

When the message overhead is calculated, sending a message
over a path of hops is counted asmessages.

The following multicast routing protocols were simu-
lated: SPR, QMRP- ( , and 5), QoSMIC, and
spanning-joins protocol. The maximum branching degree of
QMRP- is 10, i.e., a node with degree greater than 12 that en-
ters the MP state limits the submission of REQUEST messages
to only 10 of its neighbors. For QoSMIC, the local search and
the tree search are implemented as sequential procedures in our
simulation9 —the tree search is conducted only when the local
search fails. This results in minimizing the overhead of QoSMIC,
but may introduce additional delay to the Join operation when
the local search fails.Directivity, local minima, andfractional
choice[8] were also implemented. For spanning joins, we imple-
mented its directed flooding version, calleddirected spanning
joins in [7]. We assume a unicast routing protocol providing the
shortest path in term of hops between each pair of nodes. The
simulations were conducted on power-law network topologies
[15] (Figs. 8, 10, and 11) and Waxman network topologies [18]
(Figs. 12 and 13).

The power-law topologies are based on the results reported in
[15], which showed that the node degrees in the Internet obey
a power log law: most nodes have small degrees, and a small
number of nodes have large degrees; as the degree increases, the
number of nodes with that degree decreases exponentially. We
used a topology generator described in [19]. For the Waxman-
based topologies, we used the Waxman method [18] that spreads
nodes randomly on a grid and adds links randomly, such that the
probability of a link to be included decreases exponentially with
its length.

Networks with 600 nodes were used in the simulation.
Each point in the figure is the result of 60 000 simulation runs
conducted on six different networks. In each simulation run, a
random multicast tree was generated and a new member out
of the tree was randomly selected. We used three tree sizes: 6,
45, and 180 nodes (the tree size includes internal nodes that
are not members of the multicast group). The state of eachdi-
rectedlink10 is randomly generated, either having the required
resources or not having the required resources, based on certain
probability (link success probability along the horizontal axis).
The routing protocols were then used to find a feasible branch

9The local search and the tree search of QoSMIC were implemented as par-
allel procedures in [17].

10This is to allow asymmetric state along two directions of a link.
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Fig. 8. Success ratios of various routing algorithms with respect to small,
medium, large multicast trees, using power-law topologies.

for the new member. For most data points plotted, the standard
deviation is less than 4% of the data point.11

Fig. 8 compares the success ratios of the simulated proto-
cols when the power-law topologies are used. The simulation

11For every 50 simulation runs, asamplesuccess ratio is calculated. Hence,
there are 1200 samples. A plotted data point is the estimatedmeansuccess ratio,
which is the average of the samples. With a confidence level of 95%, the con-
fidence intervals are within�4% of the mean for most data points. A few data
points have confidence intervals within�8% of the mean.

Fig. 9. A flooding scheme does not necessarily achieve better success ratio.

results show that the success ratios of all the QMRP variants are
better than those of SPR, QoSMIC, and the spanning-joins pro-
tocols. The difference is significant for small groups as shown in
the top plot, up to 50% (QMRP-2), 70% (QMRP-3), and 100%
(QMRP-5) when comparing to the spanning-joins protocol. The
reason is that when the multicast tree is small, QoSMIC and
spanning-joins protocols can only select a small number of can-
didate paths, which limits their ability of finding a feasible path,
especially when the link success probability is relatively low.
On the contrary, the branching of QMRP is independent of the
tree size. Hence, QMRP can search a large number of paths if
needed.

The ability of QMRP- to achieve better success ratio than
a flooding scheme such as spanning joins is surprising and re-
quires elaboration. Consider the example in Fig. 9. Suppose a
new member wants to join an existing multicast tree shown
by bold lines. In order to find an on-tree node, the spanning-
joins protocol searches increasingly larger areas indicated by
the spanning rings in the figure. Once a spanning ring hits an
on-tree node, the search process terminates. Then a single path
(the unicast routing path) fromto is checked to see if the QoS
requirement can be satisfied. If one link does not have
the required resources, the routing fails.12 In our simulation,
we found that the flooding scheme of spanning joins typically
results in a limited number of candidate paths. It selects those
on-tree nodes which are closest to the new member and use the
unicast routing paths as candidate paths. QMRP takes a very dif-
ferent approach. It starts with a single path toward the core. Once
it encounters an infeasible link , it branches and detours to
follow other downstream paths such as to
join the tree. It avoids flooding but can potentially search many
paths, and it always branches for additional paths at theright
places.

In Theorem 3, we proved that the success ratio of the unre-
stricted QMRP is equal to that of the optimal protocol which
finds a feasible branch when such a branch exists. However,
the unrestricted QMRP allows unlimited branches in the search
tree, which means flooding in the worst case. By limiting the
number of branches, QMRP- achieves good success ratio
while keeping the overhead low. The selection of the branching

12If we apply QoSMIC to this example, the same thing happens. Onlyi is
selected and a single candidate path is searched.
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Fig. 10. Message overhead of various routing algorithms with respect to small,
medium, large multicast trees, using power-law topologies.

parameter enables us to make a tradeoff between success
probability and message overhead. We believe that
represents the most reasonable selection.

Fig. 10 compares the message overhead of the protocols
when the power-law topologies are used. As shown in the top
plot, the spanning-joins protocol has high message overhead for
small multicast groups because it floods until reaching the tree.
For large, dense groups, its overhead is low because flooding in

Fig. 11. Comparing QMRP-2 with different MBDs.

small neighborhoods typically hits the tree. The overhead of
QoSMIC is high when the multicast group is large and the link
success probability is low, as shown in the bottom plot. Under
such conditions, both local search and tree search have to be
executed and the tree search is expensive. When the link suc-
cess probability increases, the chance for the local search to suc-
ceed increases, which lowers the chance for the tree search to be
carried out and thus leads to lower overhead. From the figure,
QMRP-3 and QMRP-2 have much lower overhead than span-
ning join and QoSMIC. Although the overhead is significantly
higher than that of SPR, it is worth mentioning that for join re-
quests, which SPR is able to find feasible paths for, QMRP-
behaves just like SPR and thus has the same overhead. The two
reasons QMRP- achieves low overhead for small values of
are: 1) it becomes SPR if the shortest path succeeds, and 2) it
enters the MP state only when necessary; and it allows only lim-
ited number of nodes to enter the MP state. Of course, when
increases so does the overhead.

Fig. 11 provides a case study on how the maximum
branching degree (MBD) affects the performance of QMRP-2.
As expected, a larger MBD results in a better success ratio
and larger overhead due to more branches from the MP-state
nodes. As MBD increases, the rate of improvement on success
ratio decreases. Therefore, a medium MBD such as 10 provides
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Fig. 12. Success ratio when Waxman topologies are used.

a good tradeoff between the success ratio and the message
overhead.

We repeated the simulation on Waxman topologies and sim-
ilar results were observed. Fig. 12 compares the success ratios
of the protocols on 600-node Waxman networks with an average
node degree of 3.5. QMRP- achieves better success ratios
than the other three protocols. In Fig. 13, we compare the mes-
sage overhead of the protocols on the same networks. QMRP-2
has an overhead that is smaller than or comparable to that of
QoSMIC and spanning join. Note that although the difference
here is smaller than in the power-law topology, neither of the
other protocols presents acceptable overhead for all parameter
selections, and they are all inferior to QMRP-in their success
ratios.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed QMRP—a new QoS-aware multicast routing
protocol—and showed its superior performance in terms of
high success probability and low message overhead. However,
there are still several open problems and research directions.
QMRP- increases the success ratio for finding a route by
examining multiple paths that may be up tohops longer than

Fig. 13. Message overhead when Waxman topologies are used.

the shortest path. When many multicast trees exist in the same
network region, the cross-effect of the extra network utilization
is an interesting research direction. Furthermore, it would
also be interesting to examine the need for rerouting in highly
dynamic scenarios where users frequently join and leave.
Other important open problems are the adaptation of QMRP to
additive requirement, such as delay and loss probability, and
the minimization of the state the algorithm is required to keep
in the intermediate network nodes.
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